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LESSON 2 – PRACTICE TEST 1 

I. Choose the correct answer to fill in the blank. 

1. I don't see any _____ in arriving early at the theater if the show doesn't start until 9 o'clock. 
A. cause B. reason C. aim D. point 

2. The new manager's office has _____ new equipment. 
A. many B. a lot of C. some of D. a few 

3. I don't _____ to change my job because I like it. 
A. risk B. intend C. persist D. insist 

4. You thought I did wrong but the result _____ my action. 
A. agreed B. approved C. proved D. justified 

5. Thomas has a garden which is _____ mine. 
A. double as large B. semi-larger than C. twice as large as D. as two-time as large 

6. – “What do you think of the film we've watched?” – “_____” 
A. It's a breeze!  B. No kidding!  
C. I've seen better.  D. None of your business! 

7. In 1870, _____, John D. Rockefeller and others created the Standard Oil Company. 
A. that oil prices fluctuated B. despite fluctuating oil prices 
C. but the oil prices fluctuated D. oil prices were fluctuating 

8. _____ to school by bus. 
A. Many a student goes B. Many the students go  
C. Many of students go  D. Much student goes 

9. Careless driving also accounts _____ the increasing number of traffic accidents.  
A. on B. into C. for D. with 

10. _____ is not clear to researchers. 
A. Why dinosaurs having become extinct B. Why dinosaurs became extinct 
C. Did dinosaurs become extinct D. Dinosaurs became extinct 

11. The new manager is _____ easy-going. He is always very serious about the work. 
A. by no means       B. by means of       C. by all means      D. in the mean time 

12. We enjoy the hams and coffee at this _____ restaurant. 
A. family-owning      B. family-owned        C. owning-family    D. owned-family 

13. I'd rather_____ to the party with my parents because there was nothing interesting there. 
A. haven't been invited  B. hadn't been invited 
C. not be invited  D. not have been invited 

14. When the university suggested _____, the student union protested vigorously. 
A. tuition be raised  B. to raise tuition  
C. on raising tuition  D. that tuition should raise 

15. _____ one after another, parallel computers perform groups of operations at the same time. 
A. Conventional computers, by handling tasks 
B. Since tasks being handled by conventional computers 
C. Whereas conventional computers handle tasks 
D. While tasks handled by conventional computers 

16. She _____ him of having lied to her. 
A. threatened B. blamed C. criticized D. accused 

17. We have bought extra food _____ our friends stay to have dinner. 
A. in case B. if C. provided D. as long as 

18. Cut this cake into six _____ pieces. 
A. same B. alike C. like D. equal 

19. If only it _____ differently! I had hoped to be acquitted. 
A. had been concluded     B. were concluded 
C. had concluded  D. concluded 

20. I was _____ in the countryside but went to school in HCMC. 
A. brought up B. taken over         C. made up D. put off 
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21. Most of _____ archaeologists know about prehistoric cultures is based on studies of material 
remains. 
A. these B. what C. which D. their 

22. We couldn't afford that house because it _____. 
A. was over my head  B. paid through the nose 
C. cost an arm and a leg D. blew my own trumpet 

23. _____ the Christmas shopping season begins. 
A. That is after Thanksgiving B. After Thanksgiving it is 
C. It is after Thanksgiving that D. It is Thanksgiving that 

24. New York City is America's largest city, _____ it is not the capital of New York State. 
A. therefore B. but C. so D. however 

25. He promised her an Oxford dictionary, but disappointingly he _____ on his word. 
A. turned over B. stood up C. went back         D. sat down 

26. This young music composer is very famous _____ the most influential composer. 
A. for B. to C. as D. with 

27. She came _____ a lot of problems at work. 
A. up with B. down with         C. in for D. up against 

28. They take _____ each other like two peas. 
A. in B. after C. to D. for 

29. Didn't it ever _____ to them that they would be severely punished? 
A. occur B. happen C. enter D. come 

30. If you want to _____ weight, cut down on fat. 
A. put off B. come down        C. take over D. cut off 

31. By the time we get out of this traffic jam, all the guests home. 
A. have gone B. had gone         C. will go D. will have gone 

32. _____ members of the class has to be responsible for his own actions. 
A. Each of the B. Every C. None of  D.AII 

33. The teacher _____ them the answer to the question. 
A. explained B. said C. discussed         D. told 

34. We met each other at the meeting _____ coincidence. 
A. by B. in C. for D. to 

35. As we've been discussing for 2 hours without any solution, I'd like to _____ my own solution to 
this problem. 
A. come up B. bring down        C. put forward        D. take in 

36. The accident resulted _____ some minor injuries. 
A. to B. from C. in D. of 

37. Dave, I really appreciate _____ me. But I think I could manage it myself. 
A. you to help B. you helped        C. your helping       D. that you would help 

38. They are questioning the witnesses _____ accident. 
A. of B. in C. by D. to 

39. I left the purse at home. Can you _____ without breakfast today, dear? 
A. go B. do C. make D. live 

40. One of the solutions _____ by environmentalists is to ban vehicles from the city center. 
A. are suggested      B. is suggested       C. suggesting        D. suggested 

41. While the boss was away, her assistant stood _____ her and helped her solve any problems 
arising. 
A. up to B. in for C. up against         D. out of 

42. I would like to rent a house, modern, comfortable, and _____ in a quiet place. 
A. before all B. above all C. first of all D. after all 

43. We could never get ready for the test at such short _____. 
A. call B. notice C. advice D. note 

44. To resist corrosion _____ for today's car to prevent havoc caused by road salts, gravel and 
other materials. 
A. have new coatings been developed      B. new coatings developing 
C. development of new coatings D. new coatings have been developed 

45. Some scientists say it is essential that mankind _____ the amount of air pollution in big cities. 
A. be reduced B. reduced C. reduce D. will reduce 
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46. She couldn't but _____ there crying. 
A. stood B. standing C. to stand D. stand 

47. _____ where to find the key, the boy could not open the safe. 
A. Knowing not B. Knew not C. Not knowing D. Didn’t know 

48. They received _____ advice from their parents that they became successful. 
A. so good B. such a good      C. so good an        D. such good 

49. Computers are said to be _____ for the development of mankind. 
A. here to stay  B. neither here nor there 
C. here and there  D. here today, gone tomorrow 

50. – “She's the best pianist in the school.” – “_____”   
A. That's that.  B. Never mind!  
C. That's OK!  D. You can say that again. 

II. Choose the word whose stress pattern is pronounced different from that of the others. 

51. A. possession  B. property  C. industry  D. element 
52. A. basically  B. eminent  C. ordinary  D. maternal 
53. A. shortcoming  B. leopard  C. kindergarten  D. personify 
54. A. undoubtedly  B. economic  C. university  D. agricultural 
55. A. enthusiasm  B. fertilizer  C. indicator  D. socializing 

III. Choose the sentence that is closet in meaning to the given one. 

56. The only reason the party was a success was that a famous film star attended.  
A. Had it not been for the attendance of the famous film star, the party wouldn’t have been a 
success. 
B. Had it not been the attendance of the famous film star, the party wouldn’t have been a 
success. 
C. Had it not been for the attendance of the famous film star, the party wouldn’t be a success. 
D. Had there not been for the attendance of the famous film star, the party wouldn’t have 
been a success. 

57. Government guidelines really do emphasize the importance of starting education early.  
A. A lot of emphasis is given to government guidelines on the importance of starting education 
early. 
B. A lot of emphasis is based on government guidelines on the importance of starting 
education early.  
C. A lot of emphasis is put on government guidelines on the importance of starting education 
early. 
D. A lot of emphasis is laid toward government guidelines on the importance of starting 
education early. 

58. The trip was so amazing that we will never forget it. 
A. It’s too amazing a trip for us to forget it. B. It’s too amazing trip for us to forget. 
C. It’s too amazing a trip for us to forget. D. It’s too amazing the trip for us to forget. 

59. Your silly questions distracted me. 
A. You drove me to distraction with your silly questions. 
B. You made me to distraction with your silly questions. 
C. You moved me to distraction with your silly questions. 
D. You put me to distraction with your silly questions. 

60. She was so disgusted at the way her friend behaved that she refused to speak to him.  
A. Such a disgust at the way her friend behaved that she refused to speak to him.  
B. Such a disgust at the way her friend behaved was it that she refused to speak to him.  
C. Such was a disgust at the way her friend behaved did he have that she refused to speak to 
him. 
D. Such was her disgust at the way her friend behaved that she refused to speak to him. 

IV. Identify the mistake in each sentence. 
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61. Although most known for her prose works, Maya Angelou also published several collections of 
          A      B     C 
poetry. 
    D 

62. Technically speaking, astronauts can be able to visit the moon and live there briefly. 
   A         B           C        D 

63. There are many species of birds in danger of extinction, with a large number of which, 117  
  A          B      C 
in all, found on oceanic islands.  
  D 

64. If it is kept dry, a seed can still sprout up to forty years after their formation. 
       A           B    C        D 

65. Some snakes have hollow teeth they are called fangs that they use to poison their victims. 
   A          B     C     D 

66. The nitrogen makes up over 78 percent of the Earth's atmosphere, the gaseous mass 
    A           B      C 
surrounding the planet.  
    D 

67. Why so many students graduate weak at reading and math are questions continuing to 
           A        B       C     D 
disturb educators. 

68. Although apples do not grow during the cold season, apple trees must have such season in 
 A          B          C 
order to flourish.  
  D 

69. Dentistry is a branch of medicine that developed very dramatically in the last twenty years. 
 A   B     C           D 

70. Rabbits have large front tooth, short tails, and hind legs feet adapted for running and jumping. 
    A         B           C              D 

V. Choose the suitable word to fill in each blank 

 While (71) _____ everyone accepts the goal of developing (72) _____ in the three “R’s” – 
reading, writing, and arithmetic – it often seems impossible to (73) _____ agreement on any goal 
beyond that. In the broadest (74) _____, the conflict over educational goals can be (75) _____ as a 
conflict between conservatives and liberals, or, (76) _____ they are sometimes called, essentialists 
and progressives. 

 The conservatives, or essentialists, tend to identify (77) _____ desirable education with the 
transmission of the cultural heritage, a no-nonsense (78) _____ featuring the three R’s at the 
elementary-school level, and academic studies or strong vocational or business courses in the 
secondary school. They put (79) _____ on the training of the mind and cultivation of the intellect. 

 The liberals, or progressives, tend to be interested in the development of the (80) _____ child, 
not merely in training the child’s mind or in preparing the child for adult (81) _____ in a remote 
future. They emphasize rich, meaningful school living in the present, and they view subject matter 
as a resource (82) _____ total human development (83) _____ as a goal in itself. They do not 
downgrade content but believe it should be (84) _____ not for (85) _____ own sake but as a means 
of fostering thought and inquiry. 

71. A. most B. mostly C. almost D. utmost 
72. A. talents B. actions C. skills D. techniques 
73. A. get B. accomplish C. take D. reach 
74. A. terms B. words C. letters D. means 
75. A. viewed B. thought C. counted D. named 
76. A. but B. when C. although D. as 
77. A. certain B. a C. the D. as 
78. A. subject B. curriculum C. object D. program 
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79. A. significance B. stress C. emphasis D. strength 
80. A. complete B. whole C. all-round D. total 
81. A. living B. lives C. liveliness D. life 
82. A. at B. in C. of D. for 
83. A. but for B. rather than C. instead D. better 
84. A. inquired B. required C. acquired D. requested 
85. A. it B. its C. them D. their 

VI. Read the following passage and choose the best answers to the questions. 

 A pioneering study by Donald Appleyard made the astounding discovery that a sudden 
increase in the volume of traffic through an area affects people in the way that a sudden 
increase in crime does. Appleyard observed this by finding three blocks of houses in San Francisco 
that looked much alike and had the same kind of middle-class and working-class residents, with 
approximately the same ethnic mix. The difference was that only 2,000 cars a day ran down 
Octavia Street (LIGHT street, in Appleyard's terminology) while Gough Street (MEDIUM street) was 
used by 8,000 cars daily, and Franklin Street (HEAVY street) had around 16,000 cars a day. Franklin 
Street often had as many cars in an hour as Octavia had in a day. 

 Heavy traffic brought with it danger, noise, fumes and soot, directly, and trash secondarily. 
That is, the cars didn't bring in much trash, but when trash accumulated, residents seldom picked 
it up. The cars, Appleyard determined, reduced the amount of territory residents felt responsible 
for. Noise was a constant intrusion into their homes. Many Franklin Street residents covered their 
doors and windows and spent most of their time in the rear of their houses. Most families with 
children had already left. 

 Conditions on Octavia Street were much different. Residents picked up trash. They sat on their 
front steps and chatted with neighbors. They had three times as many friends and twice as many 
acquaintances as the people on Franklin.  

 On Gough Street, residents said that the old feeling of community was disappearing as traffic 
increased. People were becoming more and more preoccupied with their own lives. A number of 
families had recently moved and more were considering. Those who were staying expressed 
deep regret at the destruction of their community. 

86. The word “astounding” is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. startling B. disappointing      C. dubious D. alternative 

87. The three streets mentioned in this passage are different in that _____. 
A. they are in different cities 
B. the residents are of different ethnic backgrounds 
C. they have varying amounts of traffic 
D. the income levels of the residents vary considerably 

88. Approximately how many cars used Franklin Street daily? 
A. 2,000 B. 8,000 C. 16,000 D. 20,000 

89. All of the following are direct results of heavy traffic EXCEPT _____. 
A. increased amount of trash B. greater danger to residents 
C. more pollution  D. more vibrations 

90. The author's main purpose in the second paragraph is to _____. 
A. discuss the problem of trash disposal 
B. point out the disadvantage of heavy traffic 
C. propose an alternate system of transportation 
D. suggest ways to cope with traffic problems 

91. On which street was there the most social interaction? 
A. Octavia Street  
B. Gough Street 
C. Franklin Street  
D. There was no significance social interaction on any of the three streets. 
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92. The word “chatted” is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. joked B. talked C. argued D. walked 

93. Which of the following is NOT a statement you would expect from a resident of Gough Street? 
A. People on this street are unhappy because the neighborhood is deteriorating. 
B. People on this street think mostly of themselves. 
C. People on this street have more and more space for which they feel responsible. 
D. A number of people are preparing to leave this street. 

94. In what order does the author present detailed discussions of the three streets? 
A. LIGHT, MEDIUM, HEAVY B. HEAVY, MEDIUM, LIGHT  
C. HEAVY, LIGHT, MEDIUM D. LIGHT, HEAVY, MEDIUM 

95. What is the writer's attitude toward heavy traffic when he mentions the Appleyard's study? 
A. Neutral B. Favorable C. Critical D. Doubtful 

VII. Choose the correct answer to fill in the blank. 

1. The titanic form of the monument seems to _____ any other in the vicinity. 
A. belittle B. dwarf C. diminish D. shrink 

2. There is a constant _____ of visitors to this important historic sit. 
A. current B. tide C. river D. stream 

3. In hot summer, the water levels in reservoirs fall because of _____. 
A. condensation B. distillation C. precipitation D. evaporation 

4. I couldn’t stop to chat with her because I was really _____ for time. 
A. rushed B. restricted C. strained D. pushed 

5. This ring is only made of plastic so it’s quite _____. 
A. valuable B. invaluable C. worthless D. priceless 

6. Since his wife died, Reagan has gone to _____. 
A. fragment B. pieces C. bits D. scraps 

7. _____ that Marie was able to retire at the age of fifty. 
A. So successful her business was B. So successful was her business  
C. Her business was so successful D. B & C are correct 

8. Not one in a hundred seeds _____ into a healthy plant, even under laboratory conditions. 
A. develop B. developing C. to develop D. develops 

9. The scheme allows students from many countries to communicate _____.  
A. each other B. with each other C. with one another D. B & C are correct 

10. The problem was difficult; therefore, _____ students could answer it. 
A. few B. a lot of C. a great number D. a few 

11. Romans used central heating system very much like _____. 
A. those of today        B. today’s do        
C. those they do  D. the systems which are now 

12. It was his _____ to retire from business the following year. 
A. intention B. opinion        C. illusion D. ambition 

13. It doesn’t _____ to me how long you stay. There are plenty of rooms. 
A. worry B. disturb C. bother D. matter 

14. During the war, the black market in luxury goods _____. 
A. blossomed B. flowered C. bloomed D. flourished 

15. The four-day march over the mountain was very _____ for the soldiers. 
A. fierce B. hard C. lasting D. far 

16. Please leave this space _____ on the enrolment form. 
A. absent B. blank C. missing D. undone 

17. You shouldn’t have criticized him in front of his friends. It was extremely _____ of you. 
A. unfortunate B. insensitive C. insensible D. unconscious 

18. I often miss the bus because my watch is _____. 
A. overdue B. slow C. late D. behind 

19. For the first few minutes she was leading the race, then she began to fall _____. 
A. out     B. through C. back D. off 

20. The passport she carried was _____. 
A. artificial B. imitated C. untrue D. false 
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VIII. Supply the correct forms of the words in brackets. 

1. There should be no _____ within out class. (UNITE) 
2. Do you think these children are _____. They look very thin. (NOURISH) 
3. Travelling in big cities is becoming more and more _____ nowadays. (TROUBLE) 
4. Some people claim to be able to _____ the future. (TELL) 
5. There has been another _____ of cholera in Calcutta. (BREAK) 
6. I didn’t, in the _____, enjoy my holiday. (LITTLE) 
7. Her mother’s criticism has _____ Catherine’s interest in reading novels. (DIE) 
8. Rural _____ has enabled people to buy land fairly cheaply. (POPULOUS) 
9. This _____ faulty washing machine should be returned to the manufacturer. (REPAIR) 
10. I’m afraid I don’t know address _____. I’ll tell you tomorrow after I’ve looked it up. (HAND) 

IX. Sentence transformation. 

1. These days, she is very cheerful. (SPIRITS) 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. I daren’t turn up television because the baby might wake up. (FEAR) 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. She was so beautiful that I couldn’t stop looking at her. (EYES) 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. The Prime Minister didn’t make a good impression on TV. (ACROSS) 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Winning that prize has made him very conceited. (HEAD) 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. It was the goalkeeper who saved the match for us. 
If it_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. The train is five minutes late in leaving. (DUE) 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. It is unlikely that machines will think for men. 
There is little________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. His fondness for the game increases with his proficiency. 
The more__________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. She never went shopping without buying a new dress. 
Whenever_________________________________________________________________________________ 




